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The equivalence of three previously given definitions of the generalized 
Sprague-Grundy function G is established. A polynomial algorithm for the com- 
putation of G is given, and an optimal strategy for the sum of a wide class of two- 
player games which may contain cycles or loops is formulated, which is one of the 
main applications of G. Finally, the invariance of G under a mapping of digraphs 
which may contain cycles or loops is established. ‘(?j 1986 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Our purpose is to unify the treatment of-and shed some light on the 
nature of-the generalized Sprague-Grundy function G (G-function in the 
sequel). This function determines an optimal strategy for the sum (dis- 
junctive compound) of a wide class of combinatorial games represented by 
digraphs which may contain cycles or loops. Though the classical 
Sprague-Grundy function, which only permits treating games without 
cycles and without loops, is well known (see, e.g. [3, Chap. 14; 4, 5]), the 
more powerful G-function is little known to date. 
In Section 2 we present some background and notation. Three distinct 
definitions of G given in [S, 6, 7, 8, lo] are listed in Section 3, which also 
contains an algorithm for computing G. In Section 4, the equivalence of the 
three definitions is established, as well as the uniqueness of G. The use of G 
for formulating a winning strategy for sums of games is given in Section 5. 
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By selecting the proper definition of G, this can be done in a simple way. 
The main content of Section 6 is a new G-preserving mapping of digraphs 
which may contain cycles or loops. Applications of this mapping to the 
equivalence of annihilation games will be given elsewhere. 
2. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION 
Throughout, R = (V, E) denotes a finite digraph with vertex-set 
V= V(R) and edge-set E = E(R), which may contain cycles or loops. 
We consider two-person games without chance moves (no dice), with 
perfect information (i.e., each player has full knowledge of the present and 
possible past game positions), which are impartial (i.e., the possible moves 
from any position do not depend on which player is about to play). Any 
such game I- can be represented by a digraph called a game-graph 
R = (I’, E), whose vertices are the game’s positions, and (u, u) E E (directed 
from u to u) if and only if there is a move from position u to position u. 
Conversely, given any digraph R, we can define on it a game r by placing 
a token on one of its vertices. Each player at his turn moves the token to a 
neighboring vertex along a directed edge. Because of this duality, we often 
identify r with R, and the positions and moves of r with the vertices and 
edges of its corresponding game-graph, using them interchangeably. 
We shall restrict attention to those games in which the player fn-st unable 
to move is the loser, the opponent the winner. If there is no last move, the 
outcome is declared a draw. 
For every UE V, define its set of foZfowers F(u) by F(U) = 
(ZJE V: (u, U)E Ej. If F(u)= @, u is called a sink. For every u E I’, define its 
set of ancestors by FP ‘(II) = { u E V: zl E F(u)}. In particular, in a loop (u, u), 
u is both a follower and an ancestor of itself. 
The G-function, which is useful for game strategies as will be seen in the 
sequel, is a mapping G: I’--+ Z’u {a ), where 2’ is the set of nonnegative 
integers, and where the symbol cc denotes a value larger than any natural 
number. If q is any mapping ‘I: V-+Z”u (co>, we let q(F(u))= 
(q(u) < co: DE F(u)). If G(u)= co, G(F(u))= g, we also write G(u) = 
co(X). If G(U)= k, G(v) = I, then G(U) = G(v) if and only if one of the 
followingholds:(a)k=I<cO;(b)k=cO(~),I=cO($P),and~=~.IfL 
is any finite set of nonnegative integers, we denote by mex L the smallest 
nonnegative integer not in L. We use the notation 
Vf= {UE v: G(u)< co}, I/” = ?‘jVr. 
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3. THREE DEFINITIONS AND AN ALGORITHM 
Given a digraph R = (V, E): 
DEFINITION 1. A function G: V + 2’ u {cc ) is a G-function with 
counterfunction c: Vf + J, where J is any well-ordered set, if the following 
three conditions hold: 
A. If G(u) < co, then G(u) = mex G(F(u)). 
B. If u E F(u) and G(u) > G(u), then there exists w  E F(u) satisfying 
G(w) = G(U) and c(w) < c(u). 
C. If G(U)= co, then there is v~F(u) with G(u)= co(X) such that 
mex G(F(u)) $ X. 
The conceptually more difficult of these conditions is C. To make it more 
accessible, note that a stronger form of the opposite direction follows from 
A and B: If G(u) < cc and u~F(u) with G(u)= a(X), then by B there is 
w  EF(u) with G(w) = G(u), which means, by A, G(u) =mex G(F(u))EX. 
Thus C could be reformulated in the stronger from: G(u) = CO if and only if 
there is UE F(u) with G(u)= co(X) such that mex G(F(u))$X. But the 
present weaker form of C is preferable for a definition. 
The motivation for the counterfunction is that the G-value of a follower 
does not always determine the optimal next move completely. For example, 
for any followers with the same G-value, one which is not on a cycle may 
be the only choice for realizing a win. It will have smaller countervalue 
than the others, as will be seen from Algorithm G below. In order to win, a 
move to a vertex with given G-value and minimal countervalue may have 
to be selected. 
DEFINITION 2. A function G, : V + Z” u (cc } is a G-function with 
counterfunction c: V{ -+ J (where V{ = {u E V: G,(U) < cc }), if the following 
conditions hold: 
A’. If G,(u)<oc and ic[O,G,(u)-11, then there exists u~F(u) 
satisfying G,(u) = i, c(u) < c(u). 
A”. If G,(u) < cc and u~F(u) satisfies c(u) < c(u), then G,(u) # G,(u). 
B’. If G,(u) < co and u E F(u) satisfies either G,(v) = CO or c(u) >, c(u), 
then there exists w  E F(u) such that G,(w) = G,(u) and c(w) < c(u). 
C. If G,(u)= CO, then there is u~F(u) with G,(u)= co(X) such that 
mex G,(F(u)) $ X. 
DEFINITION 3. A function G,: V + Z” u {cc } is a G-function, if it 
satisfies the following conditions: 
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A. If G,(U) < co, then G,(u) = mex G,(F(u)). 
C. If G2(u) = co, then there is VEI;(U) with G,(v)= 00(x) such that 
mex G,(F(u)) # x. 
C’. Among all the functions satisfying A and C, G, is a function with 
a maximal number of infinity values. 
Definition 1 was used in [7] and in [S] without validity proof. This is 
also the definition used in the sequel. Definition 2 (here slightly simplified) 
was given in [lo] and applied in [S, p. 1331, and Definition 3 (here 
slightly weakened), was used in [6]. Note that no counterfunction is 
explicit in Definition 3. 
The existence of a G-function for every finite digraph R( V, E) which may 
contain cycles or loops, follows from Algorithm G below. Initially a special 
symbol v is attached to the label I of every vertex U, where l(u) = v means 
that u has no label. We also let V, = {U E V: Z(U) = v}, where Z(U) designates 
the label of U. 
ALC~RITHM G (for computing the generalized Sprague-Grundy function 
for a given finite digraph R = (V, E)). 
1. (Initialize labels and counter) Put it 0, m c 0, I(U) + v for all 
UE v. 
2. (Label and counter) If there exists u E V, such that no follower of u 
is labeled i and every follower of u which is either unlabeled or labeled cc 
has a follower labeled i, then put I(U) c i, c(u) t m, m c m + 1. Repeat 2. 
3. (m-label) For every UE V, which has no follower labeled i, put 
l(u) +- co. 
4. (Increase label) If V, # 0, put i c i + 1 and return to 2; otherwise 
end. 
If the digraph is stored as an adjacency list (see, e.g. [l, Sect. 2.3]), 
linked by both rows and columns in the fashion of a sparse matrix (see 
[9, Sect. 2.2.6]), then the number of steps of each iteration is O(l VI + IEI). 
Letting I MAX = max,,,/G(u) <max,.d IF(u)/ < I VI, the number of steps 
of the algorithm is bounded by O(( 1 VI + IEI) IMAX) or O(lEl NAX) for a 
connected digraph. Here Lf denotes the subset of V on which I is finite. 
DEFINITION 4. A counterfunction c such that G(u) < G(u) < cc = 
c(u) < c(v) is called a monotonic counterfunction. 
THEOREM 1. The label 1 computed by Algorithm G satisfies Definitions 1 
and 2 with monotonic counterfunction c for every $nite digraph R = ( V, E). 
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Proof: (i) Every u E V gets exactly one label. For if in the ith iteration 
no u gets labeled i, then all unlabeled vertices get assigned co in step 3. It is 
also clear that c is monotonic. 
(ii) For every u such that Z(U)= i< cc and every jo [0, i- 11, there 
exists u E F(U) such that Z(u) =j. For suppose that there exists u such that 
Z(U) = i for which the claim does not hold. Then there exists jc [0, i - l] 
such that Z(u) =j for no u E I;(U). Hence u is either labeled in some iteration 
prior to iteration j, or it is labeled co in iteration j, a contradiction either 
way. This demonstrates A’, since c(v) <c(u) by the monotonicity of c. 
(iii) Suppose Z(U) = i < co and u E F(U). Then Z(v) # Z(U). This follows 
immediately from step 2 of the algorithm. This demonstrates A and also 
A”. 
(iv) Suppose I(u)=i, u~F(u), and (Z(u)>Z(u), or c(u)>c(u)). If 
c(u) > c(u), then Z(u) > Z(U) by construction. By (iii), Z(u) > Z(U), which thus 
holds in any case. Therefore in the ith iteration, u is either unlabeled or 
Z(u) = co. Since u gets labeled in the ith iteration, step 2 implies existence of 
some w  E F(u) which was already labeled i, and so c(w) < c(u). This 
demonstrates B and B’. 
(v) If Z(U)= co, then there exists v~F(u) such that Z(v)= co(X), 
mex Z(F(u))$X. For let mex Z(F(u))= i. For every je [0, i- 11, there 
exists v EF(u) such that Z(u) =j. Hence u is not labeled co in the jth 
iteration. Since UE F(U) * Z(u) # i, u is labeled co in step 3 of the ith 
iteration. Moreover, since u was not labeled i in step 2 of the ith iteration, 
there exists u EF(u) with v unlabeled or Z(v) = co, such that 
w  E F(v) - Z(w) # i. If such a v was unlabeled, it got labeled 00 in step 3 of 
the ith iteration. This demonstrates C. 1 
4. EQUIVALENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF G 
For proving equivalence of the three definitions, we begin with an 
auxiliary result. 
LEMMA 1. If G satisfies Definition 2, then G satisfies Definition 1. 
Proof. Let u E V’, v E F(U), where Vf is the subset of V on which G 
satisfying Definition 2 is finite. Then G(v) # G(u). This follows from A” if 
c(v) < c(u). So suppose c(u) > c(u). By B’ there exists w  E F(u) such that 
G(w)=G(u), c(w)<c(u)<c(u). If G(u)< co, then by A”, c(w)<c(u)=> 
G(u) #G(w) = G(u). Hence G satisfies A. 
Let u E Vf, u EI;(u). If G(v) = 00, then B’ implies B. If G(u) < 
G(v) < co,there exists z E F(v) such that G(z) = G(u), c(z) c c(u) by A’. If 
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c(z) < c(u), we let w  = z and B is established. Otherwise C(U) < c(z) < c(u), 
and so by B’ there exists w  E F(o) such that G(w) = G(u), c(w) < c(u), 
establishing B. 1 
Though a counterfunction can obviously be selected in various ways, the 
above three definitions define the same unique function G. 
THEOREM 2. Definitions 1,2, and 3 define the same function G, which 
exists uniquely for every finite digraph R = (V, E). 
Proof: By Theorem 1, there exists a function G satisfying Definitions 1 
and 2. In any case it satisfies Definition 1, by Lemma 1. Since such G 
satisfies A and C, there also exists a function G satisfying Definition 3 for 
every finite digraph R. Let G be any function satisfying Definition 1 or 2 
with counter function c, G’ any function satisfying Definition 3. Let 
K= {u E V: G(u) < co, G(u) f G’(u) 1, k = tr,‘;(G(u), G’(u)). 
If there exists u E K such that G’(u) = k, then k < G(v) < co, and so by A 
there exists u E F(u) such that G(U) = k. Again by A, G’(U) > k, so u E K. Let 
U={UEK: G(u)=k}. Then K#@*U#@. Pick UEU with c(u) 
minimal. We have G’(u) > k. Suppose first there exists u E F(U) such that 
G’(v) = k. Now G(u) # k by A, hence u E K. By the minimality of k we then 
have actually G(u)> k (see Fig. 1). By B, there exists w~F(u) such that 
G(w) = k, c(w) < c(u). By A, G’(w) > k, hence w  E U, contradicting the 
minimality of c(u). 
If, on the other hand, G’(u) # k for all followers u of U, then, by A, 
G’(U) = co. By the minimality of k, if ie [0, k - 11, there exists z E F(U) 
such that G(z) = G’(z) = i. This shows that mex G’(F(u)) = k. By C there 
exists u E F(U) such that G’(u) = co(~.Z’), k +! 9. Now G(u) > k by A, and so 
by B, there exists w  E F(u) such that G(w) = k, c(w) < c(u). But G’(w) #k, 
hence G’(o) > k, so w  E U, a contradiction to the minimality of c. Hence 
K=(ZI. 
Since G satisfies A and C, and since G’ is a function with a maximal 
number of infinity values among all the functions satisfying A and C, we 
u ” w 
G=k G>k G=k 
G’>k G’=k G’>k 
FIG. 1. An impossible situation. 
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have G(U) = co * G’(u) = CO. Hence G’(u) = G(U) for all u E V. Thus 
Definitions 1, 2, and 3 define the same function. 
Suppose that G, , G2 satisfy Definition 1 or 2, and G’ satisfies Definition 
3. By the first part of this proof, G, = G’, G, = G’, hence G, = Gz, proving 
uniqueness. 1 
If R = (V, E) is any finite digraph, then the classical Sprague-Grundy 
function g: I/ + Z” is defined by g(u) = mex g(F(u)) for all u E V. We 
observe that G is indeed a generalization of g: If V” = 0, then A of 
Definition 1 implies G = g. In particular, if R is finite, acyclic, and loopless, 
then G = g, because then I’” = 0 by C. Incidentally, g exists uniquely if R 
is finite, acyclic, and loopless [3, Chap. 141. But if R contains cycles, g may 
exist uniquely with g = G; it may exist uniquely but g # G; it may exist non- 
uniquely; or it may exist not at all [6]. Note that if there is a loop at U, 
then A implies G(U) = CO. 
5. GAMES WITH DRAWS AND THE G-FUNCTION 
Given a finite digraph R = (V, E) with possible cycles and loops. Recall 
the duality between games and digraphs pointed out in Section 2. 
A P-position of R is any position ME V from which the Previous player 
can force a win, that is, the player not called upon to move from U. An N- 
position is any position v from which the Next player can force a win, that 
is, the player whose turn it is to move from v. A D-position is any position 
from which neither player can force a win in a finite number of moves, but 
both can continue to move indefinitely, that is, both can Draw. 
The set of all P-positions, N-positions, and D-positions is denoted by 
9’, ,Ir, and 9, respectively. 
LEMMA 2. Let R = (V, E) be a finite digraph. Then u E 9 if and only if 
F(u)E./~/‘;ME.&” if and only if F(u)nY#@; and ~~59 if and only if 
F(u) n 9 = 0 and F(u) n 3 # 0. 
Proof The three conditions are a direct consequence of the definitions 
of the subsets 9, Jf, and 9. u 
We now show that every position of any game of the type we are con- 
sidering, has a unique P, N, or D-label. 
THEOREM 3. Let F be a two-person game with perfect information and no 
chance moves, either terminating in a finite number of moves by one of the 
players winning and the other losing, or in a draw. Then there are two 
possibilities: (i) There exists a winning move for precisely one of the two 
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players. (ii) There is a winning move for neither player, but a drawing move 
for both. 
ProoJ: It suffices to show that the set of positions of r can be par- 
titioned into three subsets 8, J, and 9. 
Suppose there exists a position u0 which is neither in ~9 nor in M. Then 
F(u,) n 9 = @, otherwise u0 would be an N-position; and F(u,) @ JV, 
otherwise u0 would be a P-position. Hence there exists ui E F(u,) such that 
also u1 is neither in 9 nor in M. Moreover, the only nonlosing move for 
the player moving from u0 is to move to such ui. Thus there is an infinite 
sequence uO, ui ,... with ui+ i E F(ui) such that ui $9 u .N, and a best move 
is to go from ui to ui+, (i > 0). Th us u,E~. Hence every position has a P, 
N, or D-label. 
Suppose w  EC!?’ n JV. Starting to play from w, both the Next and the 
Previous player can win-in contradiction to the possible outcomes. Thus 
YnJf=@. In a similar way it is shown that 9na=MnC7=@. 1 
The importance of the G-function is that it determines the P, N, and D- 
labels. This is shown in Theorem 4 for games and in Theorem 5 for sums of 
games. Given finitely many games, their sum is the game in which each 
player at his turn selects a game and makes a move in it. 
THEOREM 4. Let R = (V, E) be a finite digraph. Then V can be par- 
titioned as follows: 
9”= {UE V: G(u)=O}, 9={(u~V:G(u)=co(X),0$X}, 
,V-=(u~V:O<G(u)<co}u{u~V:G(u)=oo(X),0~X}. 
Proof. By Theorem 3, every vertex of R has a unique P, N, or D-label 
and by Theorem 2 it has a unique G-function. Denote the three sets on the 
right-hand sides by Y’, 9, and Jf’, respectively. We use Lemma 2 for the 
proof. Note that 
8’uM’uLB’= v, iP’n.N-‘=Yn9’=Nn9’=0. 
Let u E S’, v E F(U). Then G(v) > 0 by A of Definition 1. If G(v) = cc(K), 
then OE K by B. Hence F(U) c JV’. Now let UE JV’. Then clearly 
F(U) n 9’ # 0. Finally, let u E 9’. Then F(U) n Y’ = 0. Furthermore, 
mex G(F(u)) =O. Hence by C there is u~F(;(u) satisfying G(v)= co(Z), 
o&Y, so VELB1. 1 
COROLLARY 1. At the end of the first iteration (i = 0) of Algorithm G, 
we have 
P= (u: I(u)=O), N= V,, D= V”. 
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Thus the N, P, D-labels can be computed in only 0( 1 VI + I El) steps, or 
0( 1 El) for a connected digraph. 
Proof Follows immediately from Theorem 4 and the complexity 
argument following Algorithm G. m 
The main use of the G-function is to provide a strategy for a finite sum of 
finite games. For doing this, we define the Nim-sum as follows. 
For any nonnegative integer, write H = xi2 0 h’2’ for the binary encoding 
of H (h’E (0, l}). If A and B are nonnegative integers, then their Nim-sum 
A@B=C 
is defined by ci = a’ + b’ (mod 2) ci E { 0, 1 } (i 3 0). The generalized Nim- 
sum of a nonnegative integer A and co(K) is defined by 
where co(X@A)= (k@,4:k~X}. The generalized Nim-sum of co(,W;) 
and co(JT,) is defined by 
Finally, the generalized Nim-sum of m > 2 summands is C/Z, Ai = 
AlO . .. @A, which is well defined since the generalized Nim-sum is 
clearly associative. 
THEOREM 5. Let R = (V, E) be the game-graph of the sum of the finite 
digraphs R, ,..., R,, and let ~(u)=C(J/~G(~,) for every u=(u,,...,u,)~ V. 
Then o is the unique G-function of R with counterfunction c(u) = CT!, ci(ui), 
where the ci are monotonic counterfunctions of G in Ri (1 < id m). u 
For the proof see [6, lo]. We point out, however, that the proof using 
Definition 1 is somewhat simpler than the proof using Definitions 2 and 3 
which had been employed in [lo] and [6], respectively. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R = (V, E) be the game-graph of the sum of the finite 




Let n = max( I V, I,..., 1 V, I). Zf the input size of the games is at least some 
positive power of mn and during the play no position grows larger than a 
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fixed power of mn, then the computation of the P, N, and D-labels is 
polynomial. 
Proox Follows from Theorems 4, 5, and Algorithm G. 1 
In addition to giving the nature of the game positions (P, N, or D), the 
proof of Theorem 5 also indicates an optimal next move (for N and D- 
positions). 
The gist of the argument is that if u = (u, ,..., u,) is a P-position, that is, a 
position with a(u) = 0, then our opponent moves to v E P’(u) with a(v) > 0, 
and we can find some w  EP’(v) with a(w) =0 and c(w) < c(u). The latter 
inequality is realized by moving in a component game with minimal ci- 
value from among all components having the specified G-value. Since the 
counterfunction is well ordered, it follows that we can realize a win in a 
finite number of moves. Also C of Definition 1 implies that if u E 9, then we 
can find a follower v E 9, so a D-position can be preserved. 
6. G-PRESERVING MAPS 
Throughout R = (I’, E) is a finite digraph which may have cycles or 
loops. We introduce the notation F(u) = F(U) - (~1. For a loopless 
digraph, of course, F(u) = F(U) for all u E V. 
DEFINITION 5. Let R, l? be finite digraphs. A mapping 2: V(R) + V(d) 
is called a D-morphism if for every u E V(R), 
F/o(u)) s 4F,(u)) (1) 
4mu)) GFk(4U)) u Ft;Y4u)), (2) 
where for any set S, I(S) = (A( s :scS), hence ~(S,uS,)=A(S,)u~(S2), ) 
and the subscripts R, 8 of F indicate the digraph to which the 
corresponding followers belong. 
If R has no loops, then Definition 5 coincides with Banerji’s definition of 
a D-morphism. For acyclic and loopless digraphs, Banerji [2, Sect. 3.61 
proved that if k has a classical Sprague-Grundy function g, then the 
function g’(u) = g(n(u)) is a g-function on R. 
If R and 8 are acyclic and loopless, then A has a g-function, and the g- 
function on the game-graph R determines a winning strategy there. Thus i 
relates the winning strategy of 2 to that of R. If either R or 2 has cycles or 
loops, R or k may not have a g-function. In the cyclic case, even if R or R 
has a g-function, it does not necessarily determine a winning strategy. 
Since, on the other hand, G exists uniquely on every finite digraph and 
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always determines a strategy, it is of interest to investigate G-preserving 
maps. In [8] we proved and used the following result: 
THEOREM 6. Let R and R be finite digraphs, and 1: V(R) + V(R) a D- 
morphism. Then G(u) = G(A(u)) for every u E V@(R). 
It was also shown in [8] that if V”(R) # 0, then a D-morphism does 
not preserve G in general. But under somewhat stronger hypotheses, G is 
preserved as we will see in Theorem 7 below. 
If fi and gi are in well-ordered sets (i E { 1, 2 } ), then the usual 
lexicographic ordering of pairs is defined by (f,, gl) < (fi, g2) if (i)fi <fi 
and (ii)f, =f2eg1 <g,. 
THEOREM 7. Let R and R be finite digraphs, 1: V(R) -+ V(R) and 
d: V(R) + J mappings, where J is any well-ordered set, with the following 
properties: 
1. satisfies ( 1). 
For every u E V(R) and every v E F,(u), either 
(a) A(v) E F,&(u)), or 
(b) there exists weFR(v) such that A(w)=A(u) andd(w)<d(u). 
Let G’(u) = G(i(u)) for all UE V(R); let c(u)= (S(A(u)), d(u)), ordered 
lexicographically, whenever C(A(u) ) is defined, where (: is a monotonic 
counterfunction on R. Then G’ is a G-function on R with monotonic 
counterfunction c. 
EXAMPLE. For R and k given in Fig. 2, let n(ui) = ui (1 <i< 4), 
A(Q) = v2, /q&j) = VI. Then (1) is clearly satisfied. Also (a) and (b) are 
satisfied. For example, the pair (u,, u6) satisfies (a); (u,, u3) does not satisfy 
(a), but it satisfies (b) with w=u2, and d(u,) and d(u,), say, the same as 






FIG. 2. Two digraphs and a G-preserving map. 
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Prooj: We first show that I satisfies 
4F,(u)) sFfl(4u)) u FE’(4U)) 
for every UE V(R). So in particular, 1 is a D-morphism. Let 
(3) 
U= {(u, U)E F’(R) x V(R): u E F,(u), 4~) # F,dA(u)) u Fa1(@4)). 
For every (u, u) E V(R) x V(R), let K(u, u) = d(u) + d(u). If U # a, let 
K, = min{K(u, u): (u, U)E U}, and let (a,, u,,) E U satisfy K(uO, uO) = K,. 
Then uO, u0 do not satisfy (a). Thus by (b) there exists w  E F(u,) such that 
l.(w) = A(u,), d(w) < d(u,). Hence 
K(u,, w) = d(u,) + d(w) < d(u,) + d(u,) = K,. 
By the minimality of K,, A(w) E F,+(A(u,)) u Fjy’(A(u,)). Equivalently, 
4uo) E F,d4w)) u Fi’(A(w)) = F,&(d) u Fa’(4u,)), 
contradicting (u,, uO) E U. Hence U = 0, and (3) is established. 
Since A is a D-morphism Theorem 6 applies, and so u E V/CR) a 
G(u) = G’(u), where, throughout this proof, G(U) is the G-function on R (I?) 
for all ueR (till?). Let K={u~V(R):G(u)=crz, G’(u)<oo}. If K#(25, 
let k=min,,,(G’(u)), c,=min(c(u): UEK, G’(u)=kf. Pick uEKsuch that 
G’(u) = k, c(u) = cO. 
For every Jo [0, k - 11, there exists o^ E Fk(A(u)) such that G(B) =j, and 
by monotonicity, e(fi) < ?(A(u)). By (1) there exists UE FR(u) such that 
A(u)=u^. Since c(u)= (2(O), d(u)) < (t(A(u), d(u))=c,, we have G(u)=j, 
Let WE FR(u). By (3), A(w) E F,+(,l(u)) u F$‘(;l(u)). Since G(A(u)) = k, we 
have G(A(w))#k. But then also G(w)# k, since G(w)= k=sG(A(w))= k. 
Hence mex G(F,(u)) = k. 
By C of Definition 1, there exists UE FR(u) such that G(o)= co, 
k $ G(F,(u)). By hypothesis, either A(u) E Fw(A(u)), or there exists w  E F,(u) 
such that A(w) = A(u), d(w) < d(u). In the former case G(A(u)) > k by the 
minimality of k. Hence there exists @,E Fk(;l(u)) such that G(ti) = k, 
i’( 6) < F(l(u)). By ( 1 ), there exists w  E FR(u) such that A(w) = @. Since 
c(w) < c,,, we have G(w) = k, a contradiction. In the latter case, c(w) < c0 
by the lexicographic ordering, since d(w) < d(u), F(l(w)) = C(A(u)). By the 
minimahty of c,,, G(w) = G(A(w)) = G(l(u)) = k, again a contradiction. 
Thus K= 0. 
Suppose that for some UE V(R), G(u) = a(X), G’(u)= m(A). By (1) 
G(Fk(A(u)) 5 G(A(F,(u))) = G(F,(u)). Hence AC X. Let kEX. Then 
there exists UE FR(u) such that G(u)= k, and so G(A(u)) = k. By (3) 
~(u)~F~(A(u))uF~‘(~(u)). If A(v)tzF~(A(u)) then kE&f. If I(u)E 
Fk(A(u)), then B implies k E A, and so X = A?. 
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It remains only to show that c is a monotonic counterfunction. We first 
show that c is a counterfunction. Suppose that u E FR(a), G(u) > G(u). Then 
G(l(u))= G(u)> G(u) = G(A(u)). If n(v)~F,+(A(u)), then by B there exists 
6~ E Fk(l(u)) such that G(G) = G(l(u)), I?(@) < ?(A(u)). By (l), there exists 
weF,Ju) such that A(w) = r+. Thus G(w) = G(l(w)) = G(A(u)) = G(u) and 
c(w) <c(u). If, on the other hand, there exists w~F(u) such that 
A(w) = A(u) and d(w) < d(u), then again G(w) = G(A(w)) = G(l(u)) = G(U) 
and c(w) < c(u). Hence c is a counterfunction. It is monotonic, because 
G(u) < G(u) < co =t- 
G(A(u)) < G@(u)) -=I cc =s 2(,4(u)) < t(l(u)) =a c(u) <c(u). m 
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